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Wanget al. @Phys. Rev. E65, 028501~2002!# claim that an electron interacting in vacuum with a unipolar
plane electromagnetic wave will permanently gain energy, thus circumventing the Lawson-Woodward Theo-
rem. We demonstrate that realistic, three-dimensional unipolar impulses cannot permanently impart energy to
electrons in vacuum, leaving only the idealistic, one-dimensional, plane-wave impulse as a topic for academic
discussion. We also note in passing that the version of the Lawson-Woodward theorem, which they are
employing, is an erroneous version that has emerged in the laser acceleration literature over the last decade,
and we direct the reader to the relevant papers containing the correct version of the theorem. Finally, we show
that both our work and the proposal of Wanget al. are consistent with the correct version of this theory, and
that the criticism by Wanget al. is thus without merit.
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Wang et al. claim that an electron interacting in vacuu
with a plane electromagnetic wave possessing a un
phase envelope will permanently gain energy, thus circu
venting the Lawson-Woodward Theorem~we note here tha
they are using an incorrect version of this theorem, an e
that we will subsequently correct!. We would first like to
clarify the precise goal of our paper@1#, since its purpose ha
been misunderstood, even to the point where it has b
cited as an example of a laser acceleration simulation@2#,
which it most certainly isnot. In our paper, we sought to
settle the debate@3# over the importance of axial field com
ponents in laser acceleration experiments@4#. To this end, we
investigated the interaction of free electrons with hig
intensity, coherent electromagnetic pulses in vacuum; in
ticular, the origin of the ponderomotive acceleration of ele
trons, which has been observed experimentally@5#, was
clearly linked to wave-front curvature by using a simple
pole model, which satisfies both Maxwell’s equations and
gauge condition exactly. Obviously, the type of wave pack
that we considered are not unipolar pulses@6#, but harmonic
wave forms, with an envelope containing at least a few
cillations; furthermore, in analogy to real lasers, the Fou
spectrum does not contain the arbitrarily long waveleng
characterizing unipolar pulses@6#.

In our opinion, the extension of a plane-wave model
such unipolar pulses, or ‘‘impulses’’@6#, as proposed by
Wang et al., is highly idealized since such pulses conta
spectral components with arbitrarily long wavelength
which are known to diffract very fast, in direct contradictio
with the plane-wave model used by the authors. Additiona
and from a more practical viewpoint, we also note that hig
intensity laser pulses cannot have the spectral character
of impulses, as the spectral bandwidth of the gain med
does not extend much further than the near-infrared@7#.
Terahertz-bandwidth impulses have been experimentally
ducing using fast switches, and, indeed, were shown to
fract very quickly@8#.

Of course, the fact that a unipolar pulse can accelera
charged particle is no more surprising than acceleration b
static, uniform electric field, which also satisfies Maxwel
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equations; in fact, the dc component of a unipolar pulse
very similar to crossed, static electric and magnetic fiel
The suggestion that plane-wave unipolar pulses could
used to accelerate electrons in vacuum is not new@9#, and in
the authors’ recapitulation of this scheme, they fail to ta
into account diffraction and other effects seen in real, thr
dimensional unipolar pulses@10#.

Now let us investigate the authors’ claim that one c
accelerate an electron in vacuum by using subcycle, unipo
plane-wave pulses and their criticism of our work in grea
detail. Citing our statement@1# that the boundary condition
for plane-wave interactions stipulate that the vector poten
must vanish at infinity, they say that the correct bound
conditions only require that the electric field vanish at infi
ity. It is quite well known that the boundary conditions ho
for the electric field, since the electric field corresponds t
physical observable, whereas the vector potential does
@11#; likewise, any constant vectors appearing as terms in
vector potential are meaningless, as they correspond
simple change of gauge@11#, and are not equivalent to an
observables in nature. However, we would like to point o
here that,in our case@1#, the vanishing vector potential con
dition wasequivalent to requiring that the electric field va
ish, and that we referred to the vector potential in our bou
ary conditions in lieu of introducing an electric field for th
plane wave in deference to curtailing the length of our ma
script. Also, our use of the phrase ‘‘generalized Lawso
Woodward theorem’’ simply referred to our analysis~which
agreed with this theorem! in both the near-field and far-field
regimes, rather than just examining the interaction in
plane-wave case, as is usually done.

Concerning their example of an electromagnetic ‘‘im
pulse’’ @6# with a Gaussian phase envelope, we have a
comments. First, we note that in many instances one obt
a nonzero integral for envelope functions, which by the
selves, remain positive~or negative, as the case may be! and
asymptotically approach zero at6` of their arguments. For
example, in some cases a hyperbolic secant is used to m
the pulse envelope, which would result in
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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which is a finite number@12#. In these situations, this non
vanishing nature occurs regardless, whether the pulse
regular pulse, a ‘‘pulson,’’ or a unipolar ‘‘impulse’’@6#.
While envelopes of this nature might be fine approximatio
for pulses in certain instances@13#, they do not reflect the
true nature of electromagnetic pulses. The vector poten
that the authors employ does satisfy Maxwell’s equatio
but it does not satisfy the Helmholtz theorem@11,14#. Sub-
cycle pulses that are produced by finite, bounded charge
tributions have been modeled by several researchers@10#,
who have included the finite transverse extent of the pu
and their diffraction properties. Unipolar electromagne
‘‘impulses’’ have properties@6# that are different from those
of regular electromagnetic pulses. Due to their ultraw
bandwidths, they tend to diffract quite rapidly; this has be
observed in both theory and experiment@8,10#. The envelope
function also becomes distorted as the pulse propagates
ymptotically taking on the form of the time derivative of th
original pulse shape@15#. None of these properties are take
into consideration in the authors’ model. In our paper@1#, we
modeled a realistic situation of a finite source producing
electromagnetic wave that satisfied Maxwell’s equations
the Helmholtz theorem, and possessed diffraction and h
finite spatial extent. The plane-wave region in our case w
merely the asymptotic~far-field! regime of the idealized di-
pole radiation. The authors cite the work by Rauet al. @16#
as an example of a unipolar pulse accelerating electron
vacuum. However, a subsequent Comment@17# showed that
the three-dimensional waves in the paper by Rauet al. @16#
would not produce acceleration because the temporal inte
of the electric fields vanishes in that case, and that acce
tion was only seen in the case of a one-dimensional, pla
wave unipolar pulse. This is confirmed in the Reply by R
et al. @18#. Thus, one can see that realistic, three-dimensio
unipolar impulses cannot permanently impart energy to e
trons in vacuum. This leaves only the idealistic, on
dimensional, plane-wave impulse as a topic for discuss
As is well known @19#, such one-dimensional plane wav
can only be generated by an unphysical, unbounded cur
source. At this point, the proposal of Wanget al. is relegated
to an academic question. However, even in this arena, t
ys
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criticism of our work@1# is dependent upon their use of a
erroneous version of the Lawson-Woodward theorem.

We could pursue this matter in greater detail, but edito
constraints preclude us from doing so. Suffice it to say t
the version of the Lawson-Woodward theorem that Wa
et al. are using isincorrect; the true Lawson-Woodward
theorem is an outgrowth of the original Woodward-Laws
theorem@20,21#, which was developed@21,22# into a general
theorem of accelerator physics. For a review of these id
the reader is encouraged to consult Ref.@23#. The theorem is
succinctly summarized in the papers by Palmer@24#, where it
is referred to as the ‘‘General Acceleration Theorem.’’ One
the corollaries of the theorem’s tenets is that the potent
~both scalar and vector! have uniform, constant values a
infinity, and therefore any difference in potential from th
beginning to the end of the interaction vanishes@25#. For a
‘‘normal’’ plane wave, such as the one we considered@1#, the
difference in the vector potential vanished in the asympto
regime, conforming with the corollary above, and, hence,
electron should not gain any energy from the interacti
However, in the proposal of Wanget al., the vector potential
has a nonvanishing difference between its starting and e
ing values, thus negating the corollary, and one would the
fore expect the electron to gain energy. Rather than con
dicting the true Lawson-Woodward Theorem, the plan
wave, sub-cycle pulse of Wanget al. is in complete
agreement with it, as is the plane wave that we analyze
our paper@1#. Hence, the criticism by Wanget al. is thus
without merit.
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